Start Safety Training by Taking PART ONE tests on Sakai.

FAIL
PART ONE tests in Sakai with 79.99 points or less.

Retake PART ONE tests in Sakai a 2nd time

FAIL
PART ONE tests in Sakai a 2nd time with 79.99 points or less.

FAIL
PART ONE tests in Sakai a 3rd time with 79.99 points or less.

FAIL
PART ONE tests in Sakai a 3rd time with 80.0 points or less.

FAIL
PART ONE tests in Sakai a 2nd time with 80.0 points or more.

FAIL
PART ONE tests in Sakai a 3rd time with 80.0 points or more.

PASS
PART ONE tests in Sakai with 80.0 points or more.

PASS
PART ONE tests in Sakai with 79.99 points or less.

PASS
PART ONE tests in Sakai a 2nd time with 80.0 points or more.

PASS
PART ONE tests in Sakai a 3rd time with 80.0 points or more.

PASS
PART ONE tests in Sakai a 2nd time with 80.0 points or more.

FAIL
PART TWO Test in the Student Shop.

FAIL
PART TWO Test in the Student Shop.

FAIL
PART TWO Test in the Student Shop.

PASS
PART TWO Test in the Student Shop.

PASS
PART TWO Test in the Student Shop.

PASS
PART TWO Test in the Student Shop.

PASS
PART TWO Test in the Student Shop.

FAIL
PART TWO Test in the Student Shop.

FAIL
PART TWO Test in the Student Shop.

FAIL
PART TWO Test in the Student Shop.

*Permanent Failure*

*Permanent Failure*

**Unless the professor approves the student to retake Part One a final time, the student will have failed the Safety Training & does not have access to the Student Shop for the semester. If the professor approves them retaking it and the student fails the final attempt, the student will have No access to the Student Shop for the semester.

***All Safety Training will be closed after the posted “DUE DATE” on Sakai. No Test will be given or accepted after the “DUE DATE”.

You are now ready to take the PART TWO Test in the Student Shop. Review all Milling M/C & Lathe videos. It is your responsibility to review the Sakai calendar for dates/times that the Part Two test is offered. You are required to email the Student Shop Manager if you have any questions about your grade from part one. ***He may send a reply email asking you to stop by the Student Shop if your total test score from part one is not 80.00 or better.***

You have now passed ALL the requirements for safety training in the Student Shop. Please pick up your Student Shop badge within 5 days. After the posted “Due Date” on Sakai ALL Student Shop badges if not picked up will be shredded. Therefore you will lose your access to the Student Shop for the rest of the semester.

WAIT to Retake
A Student can attempt the PART TWO test in the Student Shop a 2nd time ONLY after ALL waiting students who have not taken it have a chance to take it & if time allows for it.

Retake PART TWO Test in the Student Shop a 2nd time.

Retake PART TWO Test in the Student Shop a 3rd time.

FAIL
PART TWO Test in the Student Shop.

FAIL
PART TWO Test in the Student Shop.

FAIL
PART TWO Test in the Student Shop.

FAIL
PART TWO Test in the Student Shop.

**Wait to Retake**
A Student can attempt the PART TWO test in the Student Shop a 3rd time ONLY after ALL waiting students who have not taken it a 3rd time have had a chance to take it & if time allows for it.

Retake #3 ONLY upon the approval of the Undergrad Dean (See Below) PART TWO Test in the Student Shop a 3rd time.

FAIL
PART TWO Test in the Student Shop.

FAIL
PART TWO Test in the Student Shop.

FAIL
PART TWO Test in the Student Shop.

FAIL
PART TWO Test in the Student Shop.

You have now passed ALL the requirements for safety training in the Student Shop. Please pick up your Student Shop badge within 5 days. After the posted “Due Date” on Sakai ALL Student Shop badges if not picked up will be shredded. Therefore you will lose your access to the Student Shop for the rest of the semester.

**Wait to Retake**
A Student can attempt the PART TWO test in the Student Shop a 3rd time ONLY after ALL waiting students who have not taken it a 3rd time have had a chance to take it & if time allows for it.

Retake #3 ONLY upon the approval of the Undergrad Dean (See Below) PART TWO Test in the Student Shop a 3rd time.

FAIL
PART TWO Test in the Student Shop.

FAIL
PART TWO Test in the Student Shop.

FAIL
PART TWO Test in the Student Shop.

FAIL
PART TWO Test in the Student Shop.

**Permanent Failure**

**Unless the professor approves the student to retake Part One a final time, the student will have failed the Safety Training & does not have access to the Student Shop for the semester. If the professor approves them retaking it and the student fails the final attempt, the student will have No access to the Student Shop for the semester.

***Unless the Undergrad Dean approves the student to retake Part Two a final time, The student Fails Student Shop Safety Training for the semester. The student will not have access to the Student Shop for any reason during the semester.***